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1 - The Dark Prophecy
Hear my voice as I speak....
I am the teller of stories
And Nothing more...
This dark prophecy I shall Unfold
A dark legend that tells the coming of the Black God Nightmare
In a time long past
before humanity existed....
There were two gods
Both being exact opposites
One of good
The other of evil
when the lord of light made the heavens
When the lord of darkness made his infernal realm
A great conflict took place
True Demons and Angels engaged in Combat
As well as both gods
At Millennium's end
The war struck it's end
With Darkness defeated
God cast the darkness away in a
black void between the realms
But for God to seal away such an evil
of great and terrible proportions
God then broke Nighmare's power
Into Five demons of a dark legend.
Each demon carefully placed and locked away
In sacred soulstones
And locked away in a temple guaraded by the seraphim
To forever be locked away and kept from escaping
Each Demon Named
The first demon made from hel's own flames...Malphas
The second bearing the name of disorder...Chaos

The third being Heaven's Dark Harbinger...Necro Angel
The Fourth bearin the name of the darkness in the hearts of mankind...Sin
The Fifth a colossus bearing the name of the first chapter in the holy book....Dark Angel Genesis..
The sixth and final demon bearing the strength of all five and to come whenn all five have been slain and
bearing the name of the end...Apocalypse...who will open the the rift to the black void to join with it's
master to revive an ancient evil that will devour the world.
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